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The Future Of Cloud Computing

Introduction
It is expected that quantum computers will enable breakthrough in fields of science and will allow users to solve important problems faster that seems intractable today. However, like today's 
supercomputers, it is highly possible that they will be in a limited number with big corporations around the world. How will a user with no quantum resource interact with such a quantum 
computer securely? In this project, we build a protocol that shows any common user can delegate computation to remote quantum cloud-based services in a secure fashion. 

We give protocols for common user with no quantum resources to interact
with a remote quantum server in a secure fashion. Also, we show a secure
and verifiable protocol for multiple client and a server.

Is it possible for you to perform a quantum computation for me?

Yes it is and that too without any quantum resources at your side. 
Isn’t that amazing! 

You have to send me classical bits (information) related to your 
computation. The protocol describes how you can encrypt. At the end of 
the computation, I will send you the encrypted output that only you can 
decrypt.

The protocol uses a unique feature to hide your computation. Therefore, the 
information that you tell me has exponential number of possible functions and 
I won’t be able to get any useful information.

Are there any initiatives for quantum cloud computing where these 
protocols can be used?

Yes, IBM recently launched cloud-based experience for common user. 

Can I verify the quantum server? And also the other users?

Yes, this is also possible. In our protocol, MCBQC, 
users require some quantum resources with them.

Is it secure against the server? Also, what if 
there are dishonest parties cooperating with 
each other ?

What if I want to collaborate with other 
clients and use a quantum server? 

Yes, it is perfectly secure. Moreover, the inputs and 
outputs are always hidden even if there are other clients 
who cooperate amongst themselves.  

Yes, you can detect any malicious server or dishonest clients. 

Classical User – Quantum Server
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Cloud Computing

Sounds great. What about security? I don’t trust anyone. How do I know you 
won’t see my input, output and computation? 

This is because of the CDBQC protocol which shows that I am completely blind 
about any information related to your computation, input and output. 

What do I have to do? 

Multiple User – Quantum Server

Quantum Computer (QC) uses quantum mechanics to 
perform calculations in a manner fundamentally different 
than conventional computer. The two most relevant 
aspects of quantum physics are the principles of 
superposition and entanglement. 

Applications 

Client Server

Client
• Has limited computational resources.
• Wants to use quantum computer.
• Doesn’t want to reveal anything about

computation.

Server
• Has a full quantum computer.
• Can help and provide cloud-based services.
• Cannot be trusted.

Blind quantum computation (BQC) allows a client to
interact with a remote server to perform an arbitrary
computation such that neither the computation nor the
input is revealed to server.

• Classically-driven BQC (CDBQC) allows
any user to interface with a quantum server.

• Multi-Client BQC (MCBQC) allows multiple
users to collaborate with the help of a server.

• A. Broadbent et al., “Universal blind quantum computation,” in Foundations of Computer Science,
2009. FOCS’09. 50th Annual IEEE Symposium (2009).

• A. Mantri et al., Classically-Driven Blind Quantum Computing. In preparation (2016).
• A. Mantri et al., Verifiable Multi-Client Blind Quantum Computing. In preparation (2016).
• “http://www.research.ibm.com/quantum/,” (2016).
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